Recruiting for Multiple Vacancies with One TREMS Posting or
Re-Using an Existing Applicant Pool
Purpose: Use this document when recruiting for multiple university staff, university staff fixed term
finite, and temporary employee vacancies under one TREMS posting or if re-using an existing applicant
pool for a new university staff, university staff fixed term finite, or temporary employee vacancy.
Policy Information: The Recruitment, Assessment and Selection (RAS) Policy and Procedure allows the
reuse of an applicant pool to fill secondary vacancies in the same title and operational area for a period
of six months from the deadline date. CHRIS-HR only allows one candidate to be hired per JEMS
transaction number. A CHRIS-HR transaction and a TREMS posting must be created for each vacancy.
Process:
1. Create the initial PD in CHRIS-HR to be posted on the employment website. In the How to Apply
box on Page 2, indicate there are multiple vacancies and varying shifts, if known at the time of
posting.
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2. After the PD has been Comp & Title approved, set up a TREMS posting (refer to TREMS 100
Participant Guide for steps). Note: Set up the TREMS posting as usual. There are no extra steps
or variations from the normal process. DO NOT change the number of vacancies to be filled by
transaction on the job posting in TREMS. This number should always be “1” for university staff
recruitments.

3. Create the PD(s) in CHRIS-HR that will not be posted on the employment website because a
different applicant pool will be re-used.
The following fields must be the same as the initial PD from which the applicant pool will be reused (these fields are also highlighted in the following screenshot):
 Area of Competition
 Application Deadline Date
 How to Apply
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In the comments tab, indicate the position will not be posted on the employment website and
the applicant pool from JEMS Transaction ID #XXXXXX will be used instead.
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4. After the PD(s) have been C&T Title approved, set up a TREMS posting for each vacancy. Note:
Set up the TREMS posting(s) as usual except, on the Application Category dropdown, select:
Application Not Required and on the Application dropdown, select: Using Existing Applicant
Pool.

5. Talent Recruitment and Engagement (TRE) releases the initial PD to the employment website.
TRE also approves (but does not post to the website) the additional PD(s). The hiring
administrator manages the recruitment and assessment process as usual.
6. When the finalists are identified and the unit is ready to start making offers, the division HR
must contact TRE requesting the original applicant pool be copied to the additional vacancies
within TREMS.
7. The hiring administrator follows TREMS offer process for each hire, with each hire having a
corresponding JEMS Transaction ID associated with it.
Notes:




All vacancies need to be class approved (Comp & Title approved) and go through any
required pre-recruitment processes such as re-employment after layoff and blue-collar multi
shift transfer.
Steps 3 - 7 may occur at a later time if the need for additional vacancies is not known at time
of original posting.
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